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Turning Science
Into Caring

Talking with Marcelo Vizio, 
General Manager, Abbott Canada.

I started working at Abbott 25 years ago as a Product Manager in
Argentina. In 1986, I moved to Spain where I became
Pharmaceutical Products Division Director and then General
Manager. In 1996, I was promoted to Vice-President, in charge
of a European region and I relocated to Abbott headquarters in
Chicago. Those were the years when Abbott was expanding into
Central and Eastern Europe and I had the unique experience of
managing very mature markets, while opening Abbott
Operations in many emerging ones.

I took a similar job as Regional Director for Abbott Latin
America in 1999 and  I finally moved to Canada mid-2002, when
I was appointed as
General Manager of
Abbott Canada.

Please review
your career path
to date, leading to
your appointment
as General
Manager of
Abbott Canada.

Abbott Canada

Abbott has 60,000
employees in more

than 130 countries and 
markets a variety of
products. 
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Abbott was founded in 1888 by Dr. Wallace C. Abbott, a phar-
macist who set up business in his North Chicago suburban
kitchen. The company became publicly traded in 1921. 

Over the years, Abbott diversified its operations, not only geo-
graphically, but it also expanded into other healthcare sectors
beyond pharmaceuticals. 

Today, Abbott has 60,000 employees in more than 130 coun-
tries and it markets a variety of products, including: pharmaceu-
ticals, infant, adult and healthy living nutritional products, diag-
nostics, diabetes care, vascular and spinal products, as well as
animal health products. 

Abbott Canada, the first international affiliate outside of the
US, was established in 1931 on St. Paul Street in Old Montreal.
The year 2006 is significant for Abbott Canada, for not only were
we added to the prestigious 50 Best Employers in Canada list,
but we are also celebrating our 75th anniversary. 

When I came to Canada, after having had many countries report-
ing to me in my two previous jobs, I thought: “Well, it’s a big
country, but it’s just one country.”

However, I quickly realized that with the way healthcare is
organized, financed and delivered in Canada, each province is
like a country in itself in terms of having to adapt strategies to
the different provincial markets. Also, in the pharmaceutical
market, as well as in the other areas of culture and the economy,
Canada is a unique crossroad between Europe and North
America. It has been a great experience for me in many different
ways.

The key Abbott strategy is to enhance our business diversity
within the healthcare market. Recent acquisitions, such as the
Guidant endovascular business, the diabetes care company
TheraSense, or the nutritional company EAS, will help make
Abbott a leading company in the fields in which it has decided to
compete. 

Moreover, in addition to the obvious goal of spreading risk and
complementing life cycles among different businesses, this strat-
egy should also yield synergies in terms of attacking a given dis-
ease from different angles. 

Please give us a
brief overview of
Abbott’s history
as a corporate
entity.

Abbott Canada

What are some of
the major 
similarities and
differences
between your
previous 
responsibilities
and your present
responsibilities in
Canada?

What are your
key business 
priorities and
objectives at
Abbott?
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HUMIRA® was
recently
launched in
Canada. Has
HUMIRA®

become 
successful in all
markets? To what
do you attribute
the success of
HUMIRA®?

HUMIRA® was launched in Canada in September 2004 for the
treatment of rheumatoid arthritis (RA), a debilitating auto-
immune disease. HUMIRA®’s tremendous worldwide success
can be attributed to it being recognized as an effective, fully
human anti-tumor necrosis factor agent to treat RA. The treat-
ment combines a convenient dosing regimen (i.e., every other
week dosing) and an award-winning pre-filled syringe that is
easy to use by RA patients. As more clinical data becomes avail-
able, HUMIRA® will be granted additional regulatory approvals
for various indications in the treatment of spondyloarthropathic
diseases.

Psoriatic arthritis is one indication that should soon receive
approval in Canada. Moreover, in April 2006, the European
Medicines Agency granted a positive opinion recommending
approval of HUMIRA® for the treatment of severe active anky-
losing spondylitis. With this, HUMIRA® continues to reaffirm its

potential as a therapy to treat a
number of inflammatory auto-
immune diseases.

The future is also very promis-
ing as clinical studies are carried
out to evaluate the effectiveness
of HUMIRA® in the treatment of
psoriasis, Crohn's disease and
ulcerative colitis. HUMIRA® is
truly being recognized as a "pipe-
line" in a product. 

Abbott is focusing its discovery efforts on five key therapeutic
areas: autoimmune diseases, cancer, central nervous system/
pain, antivirals and metabolic diseases, with special emphasis on
small molecules and biologics, while continuing to devote devel-
opmental efforts in areas such as cardiovascular diseases and
anti-infectives.

Before year-end, we will introduce a new molecule, ZEM-
PLAR® (paracalcitriol), for the treatment of patients with
impaired renal function. We also expect to obtain approval for
HUMIRA® in psoriatic arthritis and we will introduce an
improved formulation of our antiviral KALETRA®.

Can you please
give us an idea of
what other new
products are in
your pipeline and
when you expect
to market these
products?

Humira® marketing team. From left to right: Guy Le Houillier, Business Unit Manager;
Roland Eastmond, Product Manager; Jean-François Dicaire, CHE Project Manager;
Frantz Lelièvre-Douyon, Product Manager; and Chris White, Product Manager.
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Over the past few years, we have conducted extensive research
with stakeholders and customers and found that there was not a
shared understanding of Abbott’s corporate brand, nor of the val-
ues that drive our business. As a result of this research, we want-
ed to make our corporate brand more visible, meaningful and rel-
evant to those we serve. That meant aligning our entire organiza-
tion around the brand so that every encounter that people have
with our company, consistently and accurately conveys our cor-
porate identity. That is, who we are and what we stand for, how
we act, what we say and how we present ourselves visually. This
also includes how we want others to perceive us.

The Abbott identity is built upon our values—pioneering,
achieving, caring and enduring—values that let us make and
keep a promise, the Abbott brand promise.

Abbott Canada

You have 
recently
embarked on a
global corporate
branding 
initiative. Can
you tell us more
about it?

Abbott Canada’s senior management team. From left to right: Sylvie Denis, Sales Director, Primary Care Division;
Dianne Arbuckle, Director, Operational Services; Gilles Fortin, Marketing Director, Primary Care Division; Pierre Côté,
Director, Human Resources; Marcelo Vizio, President and General Manager; Steve Ramage, Director, Finance; 
Rosy Bellemare, Director, IT; Janet Davidson, Business Development; and Mauricio Ede, Medical Director. Absent from
the photo are: David Simpson, Director, Commercial Services; Duncan Williams, General Manager, Abbott Nutrition
International; and Richard Bond, Senior Director, Pharmaceutical Operations.
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I think that forming partnerships in the pharmaceutical industry
has become the way that business is done. A wide variety of ini-
tiatives have mushroomed in our industry—from agreements to
develop molecules discovered by smaller companies, to sales and
marketing agreements in territories where a given company may
not have an infrastructure, or even co-marketing and co-promo-
tion agreements in markets where both companies are present.

I guess that the ever-increasing cost of developing and launch-
ing pharmaceutical products, together with the increased risk of
being successful, justify that trend.

Abbott was a pioneer in partnering with our colleagues to max-
imize the value of research efforts and will continue to do so.

There have never been more issues impacting our business in
Canada than there are today. 

On the negative side, I would list long regulatory timelines,
compared with other key markets. And this, coupled with the
unique Canadian market access environment, delays the benefits
that patients can obtain from the industry research efforts. On
that list, I would also include substandard intellectual property
protection, again, compared with similar countries.

On the positive side, I would list the outstanding human
resources that Canada has to offer, inside our industry and in
every stakeholder group with whom we interact. From research
scientists, to manufacturing operations, regulatory and quality
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What are the
major issues
that impact
your business in
Canada?

Many pharma
companies,
including
Abbott, have
established joint
development
and marketing
agreements with
other pharma
companies. Do
you foresee
Abbott getting
involved in 
additional joint
agreements in
the future?

Meridia® and Mavik® marketing team. From left to right: Nicolas Gauvin, Marketing Manager,
Cardiovasculars/Metabolics; Badia Boudaiffa, CHE Project Manager; Stephen Hanson,
Product Manager, Mavik®; and Joseph Caruso, Product Manager, Meridia®.
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assurance professionals, to sales and market-
ing staff, without forgetting all the support
functions, Canada has the potential to be an
innovation powerhouse in the world.

I just hope that a stable and innovation-
friendly business climate will allow for the
realization of that great potential.

Growth is my first priority; not only is it what I get paid for, but
it is also what I enjoy the most about my business life.

It will be a very big challenge to keep up the pace of recent
years. We have experienced a dramatic slowdown of the pharma-
ceutical market growth rates in a relatively short period of time.
An example of this occurred during my first year in Canada
(2002). At that time, the market was growing in strong double
digits, but as of last year, it has unfortunately slowed down to
mid-single digits.

And, when I say “unfortunately,” I am especially thinking of
the end recipients of our science, the thousands of patients who
benefit from our products, whose life is better and lasts longer
because of that science turning into care.

Together with new, better and improved products, maintaining
our track record will require improved execution and increased
creativity.

You have enjoyed
very impressive
sales growth over
the last several
years; what are
your plans for
the future to
maintain this
remarkable
growth rate?

Abbott Canada

Biaxin® and Synagis® marketing team.
Seated: Anna V. Kratochvil, Product
Manager, Synagis®. Standing from left
to right: John Harding, CHE Project
Manager; Alison Shore, Marketing
Manager, Anti-infective Products; and
Nick Makris, Product Manager, Biaxin®.
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The 50 Best Employers list fortunately includes many pharma-
ceutical companies, with Abbott among them. The fact that our
industry makes a positive difference in people’s lives is certainly
one of the key reasons for this. 

Our employees are very engaged and enjoy working at Abbott
for a variety of reasons. I could not name a single program that we
have and say, “this is what makes a difference.” What does differ-
entiate Abbott Canada from other pharmaceutical companies is
that we recognize that each of our employees has different expec-
tations; therefore, we put a lot of effort in making Abbott a place
where everyone can find what he or she is looking for and a place
where he or she can grow. This means communicating and espe-
cially listening to what employees have to say. One example
comes to mind. Two years ago, following an employee survey and
focus groups, our employees asked us to make significant
improvements to our group benefit plans. As a result, we imple-
mented a totally flexible benefits program that recognizes that not
all employees are alike, nor do they have the same needs; now,
everyone finds what he or she is looking for in the new benefits
program. 

Though this is only one example,
we tend to show the same flexibility
when it comes to other areas of man-
agement, such as in careers, where
we focus on fulfilling employees'
aspirations rather than adopting a
single model and asking employees
to "fit-in."

We are committed to offering bet-
ter and more career progression
opportunities for everyone to a-
chieve professional goals and this,
again, differentiates us from most
employers. 

Your employees
have voted
Abbott as being
one of the best
employers in
Canada. What
differentiates
Abbott from
other employers?
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